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Debates on various design aspects

**Interface**
- Streaming
- RPC

**Semantics**
- Synchronous
- Asynchronous

**Placement**
- In-kernel
- Userspace
- Hardware
This paper: many limitations of the Host Network Stack are *not* rooted in Interface, Semantics or Placement but rather in its Core Architecture.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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Different applications can have bottlenecks at different parts of the pipeline

Ideal: Network stack should be able to independently allocate resources for different applications at different parts of the pipeline
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Challenge: Avoiding Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking when virtual interfaces share the same channel

Per-virtual socket response queues associated with each channel
Piggybacks on transport-level flow control to apply back pressure
For persistent HoL blocking: Virtual interface level flow control mechanism (see paper for details)
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• Implemented as a kernel module in Linux

• To push the bottleneck to the Host Network Stack
  • Two 32-Core servers directly connected 200Gbps (8 cores per NUMA node)
  • Minimal application-level processing

• **Demonstrate NetChannel achieves new operating points**
  • Saturate a 200Gbps using a single socket
  • Scale short message processing throughput linearly
  • Achieve µs-scale tail latency for L-apps when colocated with T-apps

• Evaluation on real-world applications
  • Redis: in-memory database
  • SPDK: remote storage stacks

See Paper for more detailed Evaluation
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Total throughput: Linux 50 Gbps, Linux + NetChannel 200 Gbps

Throughput-per-core: Linux 50 Gbps, Linux + NetChannel 50 Gbps

NetChannel makes it possible to saturate a Terabit Ethernet link with a single socket.
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NetChannel enables linear scalability of throughput for short messages
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![Diagram showing NetChannel architecture with L-app and T-app connections through NetScheduler and NetDriver, with NIC 200 Gbps and network connections.

The graph on the right shows tail latency comparison between isolated and co-located scenarios:
- Linux: 35 µs
- Linux + NetChannel: 1 µs (17x improvement)
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NetChannel enables µs-scale Tail Latency for L-apps even when co-located with T-apps

Tail Latency (us)
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17x improvement
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Realizing new NetScheduler policies
Integrating new transport protocols
Realizing NetChannel in userspace / hardware

https://github.com/Terabit-Ethernet/NetChannel